
 

Vision Engraving & Routing Systems Introduces VisionU Training Program 

From the innovative people who brought you InstaVision an industry first for live on line demos, Vision 

Engraving and Routing Systems unveils their new training program VisionU (University)! For those who 

want to learn how to proficiently operate a Vision engraving or routing machine, VisionU conveniently 

offers training on line, on campus or on site. Individuals or groups of all skill levels worldwide, now have 

the opportunity to learn form the largest engraving and CNC routing manufacturer in the USA. 

Manufacturing for over 30 years, Vision has acquired a vast knowledge base while building quality 

machines and providing an unsurpassed level of support for its many customers around the world. 

VisionU allows you to tap into this knowledge base, learning live and direct from the experts on a 

complete spectrum of applications. 

 If you’re a beginner you can learn core basics of proficient machine and software operation, developing 

a solid foundation you can build on.  If you’re a seasoned user, you can expand your level of expertise to 

generate another source of revenue for higher profits. You can learn advanced or specific applications 

such as ADA Braille signs, In-Lays, working with round or cylindrical shape items, glass engraving, ring 

and jewelry engraving, auto serialization for large run projects and so much more!  

VisionU’s professional instructors have extensive knowledge of Vision software and machines. They can 

show you how to apply this knowledge to YOUR real world challenges for YOUR real world solutions. 

Furthermore, VisionU is based at Vision Engraving & Routing Systems manufacturing building in Phoenix 

AZ. Having VisionU in the same facility allows instructors to leverage a vast amount of resources for your 

training. Direct access to engineers, machine designers, technical support reps, machine parts, and more 

gives VisionU’s training program and edge over similar curriculums. 

 

 

The Benefits of VisionU Training Program 

 Live and Interactive 

 Customized training to fit your needs and skill level 

 Train multiple people at the same time 

 Refresh existing skills 

 Learn new skills 

 Training by Vision application engineers and trainers 

 3 convenient ways of training 



o On line Live Training 

 Train in the comfort of your home or office 

 Available to customers worldwide  

 Fast, convenient, best value 

 Available immediately 

 Virtual environment 

 Train on your computer and software  

 No travel required 

 Go to class in your pajamas 

o On Campus Training 

 Immediate access to all our resources 

 Focused training environment 

 Hands on learning at our facility 

 Train on the latest hardware and software 

 Factory tour included  

o On Site Training 

 Train on your specific machine 

 Our experts come to you 

 Assess your resources 

 No travel required 

 

In any type of training or education it would be ideal to learn from an expert, VisionU gives you that 

opportunity. Learn how to effectively and proficiently operate a Vision engraving or CNC routing 

machine with VisionU, a training program offered by the innovative people at Vision Engraving and 

Routing Systems an industry leader since 1983. Classes are limited, go to 

www.visionengravers.com/visionu to schedule your training with a VisionU expert today!  


